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THE ULTIMATE TEMPTATION
A couple of weeks ago I saw an excerpt of a meeting of a Moslem leader being interviewed by a feminist group.

The subject was the role of women in Islamic societies.  He was trying to defend their practices and stated that prior to their
religion that women really had no rights nor status in society and that they had done a lot to help the position of women.  I
would imagine that they believe that their laws and rules are there to protect women.  When asked why women were to be
in subjection to men, he replied that "man was created first and then woman was created."  At this point all the women in
the group to whom he was talking broke out in scornful laughter.  He was obviously embarrassed by the situation.  The
Moslems have the same account of creation that we do in the Judeo-Christian tradition.  He was stating a belief that the
creation account was true and the women were saying. "Harde-de-har-har, only a naive person would believe such a tale."
It was obvious that this man's confidence was shaken.  This kind of thing happens all the time.  If you were talking to
someone and mentioned that something was caused by the devil or that there are evil spirits at work in the world, I would
guess that you would get a challenge, get laughed at, or at least a raised eyebrow of disbelief that anyone could be so unso-
phisticated to believe something like that.  When it comes right down to it, not many people really believe the Word of God.
There are people who believe in God, but simply do not believe God.  Failure to believe results in failure to obey which is
sin.

GENESIS 3:1-3  One might wonder. "Why was a serpent used in this deception?"  In other passages of the Bible,
Satan is referred to as a serpent and a dragon.  The association of the devil with the reptile world may be more than
coincidental.  In the account in the Revelation that describes what takes place around the throne of God in Heaven, we are
shown four living creatures or angelic being that seem to represent the wild animals (lion), domesticated animals (ox), fowls
(eagle), and mankind.  There is no angelic being there that represents the reptiles.  Some have speculated that the missing
angelic being is Satan, the angel that tried to take God's place and was cast out of heaven.  If this is the case, then it would
be natural for Satan to disguise himself as a snake.  One might wonder at this point, if Adam and Eve could freely communi-
cate with all the other animals -- that would make for an interesting world.

Satan had challenged God's authority in heaven and had been cast out.  In this encounter with Eve, he was again
challenging God's authority by questioning God's Word.  The question he put to Eve could be stated in today's language as,
"I can't believe that God told you that you shouldn't eat certain things."  Or a little more modern, "I can't believe that God
would care if you went to an R-rated movie."  We might even cast the statement in religious terms:  "I can't believe that God
expects us to take the virgin birth (resurrection, creation, Second Coming) as literal."  Anything Satan can do to undermine
the authority of God, he will do.

Eve knew there was a prohibition against eating of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.  In fact,
she told Satan about it.  She may have added to the prohibition something about not even touching it.  We do that sometimes.
As Baptist we see that drunkenness is sinful and realize the dangers of being under the control of alcohol.  So, as a safety
factor, we say, don't drink it at all.  God's word does not prohibit drinking.  The previous account given about the prohibition
of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil did not include touching the fruit.  However, Eve may have been like the Baptist
and concluded that if she didn't touch it, then she wouldn't eat it.  

The consequences of eating of the forbidden fruit was death.  One might wonder why it is wrong for us to have
"knowledge of good and evil."  After all, they already had some knowledge in this area:  they were not to eat of the forbidden
fruit.  The Bible tells us that from the creation, we can know the invisible attributes of God.  Furthermore Adam and Eve were
in daily fellowship with God and could know what He wanted.  The answer to the question of why it is wrong to have kno
wledge of good and evil is found in the next two verses.

GENESIS 3:4-5  First of all, the lying nature of Satan takes over and "questioning God's Word" moves im-
mediately to denying and "contradicting God's Word."  You might argue that Adam and Eve did not die when they ate of the
fruit.  They did not immediately die physically, but they did die spiritually in that they were cut off from the presence and
fellowship with God.  So, we need to be careful that we not only know what the Word of God says, but also that we know
what it means.  

Satan did not stop at lying about what God said, he also questioned the motives of God in giving prohibitions.  God's



intent was to protect mankind.  We tell our children to not play in the street, not because we want to deny them the fun of
doing so, but because there is serious danger of being harmed.  In the same way, God's prohibitions are to protect us because
He loves us.  But Satan tried to attribute it to selfish motives.  

In a subtle way, he introduced to Eve the desirability of becoming as gods.  Ironically, becoming as God is, is
exactly what God had intended for mankind in the beginning.  After all, did He not say, Let Us make man in Our image?
God wants us to be as He is -- we are His children.  He wants us to be loving and kind, righteous and holy, merciful and
forgiving.  But Satan's appeal was that we become as gods, knowing good and evil.  Which brings us back to the question
of "What is wrong with knowing good and evil?"  The word "know" could also be translated "discern."  The real problem
then lies in "discerning for ourselves" what is good and evil.  If this were possible, then we might be independent of God.
This is exactly what modern man (Humanists) are doing today.  They are determining for themselves what is right and what
is wrong apart from the Word of God.  The original sin is still being re-enacted on a daily basis.

GENESIS 3:6  Here we see the danger of neglecting the spiritual side of our life.  The desirability of the fruit
appealed to the physical body (it was good for food) and the soulish part of our being (it had beauty and could make us wise).
There is no appeal to the spiritual side.  The result is that when we consider only the desires of the body and soul we wind
us sinning against God.

GENESIS 3:7-10  Guilt is to sin as pain is physical injury.  In our guilt we see ourselves as we are (exposed)
and we then try to cover up the exposure rather than deal with the source of the guilt (the sin in our lives).  Eventually,
accountability come in the form of encountering God.  Our natural response is to hid and run away from God.  This is tragic
because He is the only One Who can help us. 

GENESIS 3:11-13  God confronts us with the fact of our sin.  He gives us an opportunity to confess our sin.
He asked Adam, "Have you eaten of the tree?"  I cannot help but wonder what would have happened if Adam had said, "Lord,
I did it and I realize that it was wrong.  Please forgive me."  God never changes and I John 1:9 tells us that "If we confess
our sin, that God is faithful and just to forgive us our sin and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness."  But Adam did not do
that.  He passed the buck and sort of blamed God for giving him that woman and Eve passed the buck and blamed it on the
serpent.  We cannot escape our individual responsibility for our sin BUT we can come to God through Jesus Christ for
forgiveness.


